
Year 2 Term 1A Week 1 Spelling Task

End of test

1.	 I heard a                                           	at	the	door.

2.	 Don’t worry if you don’t                                           	the	answer.

3.	 Sharif hurt his                                           	when	he	fell.

4.	 My grandad enjoys                                           .

5.	 I cut up the fruit using a                                           .

6.	 An annoying                                           	was	flying	around	the	room.

7.	 My puppy likes to                                           	at	her	toy.

8.	 The monster will                                           	its	terrible	teeth.

9.	 The fairy and the                                           	made	a	home	in	the	garden.		

10.	I	hid	inside	the	                                          	old	oak	tree.
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1.	 I like to                                           	stories	about	pirates.

2.	My brother has                                           	a	book.

3.	 I                                           	a	get	well	soon	card	for	my	dad.

4.	We had to turn back because we went the                                           	way.

5.	 I                                           	my	scarf	around	my	neck	in	winter.

6.	Mia wore a shiny new watch on her                                           .

7.	The deep sea divers visited the                                           .

8.	 I pretend to                                           	with	my	friends	for	fun.

9.	The worms                                           	back	into	the	soil.

End of test

10.	The	tiny	brown	                                          	perched	on	the	garden	fence.

Year 2 Term 1A Week 2 Spelling Task
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1.	The best part of Sports Day was the egg and spoon                                           .

2.	 I like                                           	in	my	lemonade.

3.	The queen’s guards put the wizard in a                                           .

4.	Cardiff is the capital                                           	of	Wales.

5.	 I really                                           	an	ice	cream.

6.	Simon was so happy to see his mum’s smiling                                           .

7.	Valentina was the first woman to go to                                           .

8.	My godmother bought me a shiny red                                           .	

9.	A                                           	has	one	curved	side.

End of test

10.	I	love	                                           food, especially curries!

Year 2 Term 1A Week 3 Spelling Task
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1.	The dentist gave me a                                           	for	being	brave.

2.	Suad sat on the                                           	of	the	swimming	pool.

3.	A grumpy troll lived under the                                           .

4.	 I                                           	to	avoid	my	friends	when	playing	tag.

5.	 I don’t like chocolate                                           	cake.

6.	When I’m your                                           , can I go to the fair?

7.	For my birthday, I will have a                                           	party.

8.	The children                                           	their	clothes	before	doing	PE.

9.	 I reminded my auntie to                                           	her	phone.

End of test

10.	Vic	drove	her	van	around	the	                                          .

Year 2 Term 1A Week 4 Spelling Task
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1.	The crown was decorated with a ruby and a blue                                           .

2.	 I jumped on the                                           	bouncy	castle	happily.

3.	The fairy waved his                                           	wand.

4.	The                                           	stretched	her	long	neck	to	reach	the	best	leaves.

5.	Turn the lights off to save                                           .

6.	The builder wore a bright yellow                                           .

7.	Sam gave his teacher a jar of                                           .

8.	We go for a                                           	to	keep	healthy.

9.	Won’t you                                            us for dinner?

End of test

10.		I	                                          	my	costume	before	going	on	stage.

Year 2 Term 1A Week 5 Spelling Task
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1.	 I left the                                           	wide	open.

2.	 I helped my stepdad clean the kitchen                                           .

3.	 I can’t believe I missed the bus                                           .

4.	 The forest was full of                                           	animals.

5.	 The                                           	walked	into	assembly	silently.

6.	 Susan loved to                                           	trees.

7.	 There was a meeting after school for                                           	and	carers.

8.	 I would like to have the                                           	cake.

9.	 There is                                           	one	lollipop	left.

End of test

10.	I	love	                                          	my	sisters	equally.

Year 2 Term 1A Week 6 Spelling Task
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